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Abstract— In this paper, we adapt the robust reversible water-
marking modulation originally proposed by Vleeschouwer et al.
for images to the protection of relational databases. The resulting
scheme modulates the relative angular position of the circular
histogram center of mass of one numerical attribute for message
embedding. It can be used for verifying database authentication
as well as for traceability when identifying database origin after
it has been modified. Beyond the application framework, we
theoretically evaluate the performance of our scheme in terms
of capacity, distortion, and robustness against two common
database modifications: 1) addition and 2) removal of tuples. To
that end, we model the impact of the embedding process and
of database modifications on the probability distribution of the
center of mass position. We further verify experimentally these
theoretical limits within the framework of a medical database of
more than one million of inpatient hospital stay records. We show
that under the assumptions imposed by the central limit theorem,
experimental results fit the theory. We also compare our approach
with two recent and efficient schemes so as to prove its benefits.

Index Terms— Watermarking, relational database, information
security.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS, relational databases are more and more
remotely accessed and shared not only because of their

growing economical value but also because of the evolution
of data-mining tools which turn them into a fundamental
piece in decision making. However, such an access intensifies
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risks in terms of security: confidentiality, integrity (i.e. proof
data have not been modified), authenticity (i.e proof of
data origins), traceability as well as of copyright protection
concerns. Indeed, outsourced data can be rerouted from their
final objectives or modified without permission. Every year,
several information leaks are reported, even in domains of
activity where data are very sensitive such as healthcare [1].

In such a context, watermarking appears as an interesting
security mechanism that completes common encryption based
solutions. Basically, it allows the embedding of a message,
like some security attributes (e.g. digital signature, authenticity
code, . . .), in a host document in some multimedia format
(image, XML, database. . .). It encodes the message within
host data based on the principle of controlled distortion.
By definition, the watermark should be imperceptible to users
and is independent of the host data file format storage.
Watermarked data can be said a posteriori protected as they
can be accessed while being protected by embedded security
attributes. Since the preliminary work of Agrawal et al.
in 2002 [2], several database watermarking methods have
been proposed [3]–[5]. Most of them focus on copyright
or fingerprinting/traitor tracing applications [6], [7] where
watermarks are required to be robust so as to survive database
modifications, authorized or malevolent. A few of them have
been designed fragile and are devoted to database integrity
protection. In opposition to robustness, a fragile watermark
will not survive data modifications [8]–[10].

Whatever the method, authors assume some data distortion
(e.g. modification or modulation of attributes’ values as in [3]
or variation of tuples’ order like in [8]) can be carried out for
message insertion without perturbing the interpretation or any
a posteriori uses of data. In order to better take into account
watermark imperceptibility, most recent schemes modify
values of attributes under distortion constraints. As example,
in [3] the embedding process does not modify numerical
attributes for which data quality conditions, expressed in terms
of mean square error, are not respected. In [4] and [11]
Gross-Amblard and Lafaye et al. look at preserving the
response to a priori known queries of aggregation, and mod-
ulate pairs of tuples in consequence. Shehab et al. express
distortion constraints on the attribute values and statistics
(e.g. mean, standard deviation) so as to adapt watermark
distorsion by means of optimization techniques [5]. Another
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whole set of methods embed data by modulating the order of
tuples within a relation [8], [9], [12]. Because these latters do
not modify attributes’ values, they are said “distortion-free.”
Nevertheless, such a technique makes the watermark depen-
dent on the database structure and on the way it is stored, limit-
ing its interest to a small number of applications. In their vast
majority they are devoted to database integrity verification.
One last category of methods refers to reversible or lossless
watermarking. The reversibility property allows the recovery
of the original data from their watermarked version by invert-
ing watermarking modifications. With such an approach it
becomes possible: i) to let access to the watermarked data
(if the watermark does not interfere with database post-uses),
and; ii) when necessary, to get back to the original data
(e.g. database post-process as well as for watermark update).

Up to now, existing reversible approaches have been derived
or adapted from lossless image watermarking. This is why
they work on numerical attributes rather than on categorical
attributes. Notice that the first reversible scheme for cate-
gorical attributes has been presented by Coatrieux et al. in
2011 [13]. Anyway, most of these schemes are fragile [14] and
devoted to database authentication. Robust lossless reversible
watermarking has been experimented only recently. In [15],
Gupta and Pieprzyk propose a zero-bit watermarking method
where a meaningless pattern is embedded into secretly chosen
tuples. To do so, a secretly chosen LSB from the integer
part of a numerical value is replaced by a pseudo-random
generated bit. The original value is then inserted into the
space left by right shifting the LSB of the fractional part. The
presence of this pattern is checked by the detector, indicating
if the database has been watermarked or not. In order to
reduce introduced distortion, Farfoura et al. [16], [17] suggest
watermarking the fractional part of one numerical attribute
by means of prediction-error expansion modulation proposed
by Alattar in [18]. Although this method is said robust
against common database manipulations (e.g. tuple addition
or removal), a rounding integer operation may destroy the
watermark. More generally, difference expansion modulation
has not been designed for being robust to attributes’ values
modifications (this is the same for images). In this work, in
order to overcome the above issues, we propose to exploit the
robust lossless watermarking modulation originally proposed
for images by De Vleeschouwer et al. [19] and integrate it
within a common database watermarking scheme. As we will
see, this one manipulates circular histograms of data and is
less or not at all sensitive to the rounding integer operation
or dependent on the existence of attributes with fractional
parts. Moreover, our method does not depend on the storing
structure of the database, making it robust to tuple reordering
in a relation.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the proposed embedding modulation as well as the
main steps of a common chain of database watermarking.
We also introduce two watermarking schemes: one is fragile
and devoted to database authentication; the second is robust
and proposed for database integrity and authenticity control.
In Section III, we theoretically evaluate the performance of
our schemes in terms of capacity and robustness against

Fig. 1. A common database watermarking chain.

common database modifications or attacks: tuple insertion and
suppression. We empirically verify these theoretical limits in
Section IV by means of experiments conducted on one real
medical database of patient stay records. We also compare our
approach with two recent and efficients schemes in terms of
robustness, distortion and complexity in Section V. Section VI,
concludes this paper.

II. PROPOSED SCHEMES

In this section, we first present a common chain of
database watermarking, the way we exploit the modulation of
De Vleeschouver et al. [19] and, by next, two watermarking
schemes.

A. Database Watermarking

By definition, a database DB is composed of a finite set
of relations {Ri }i=1,...,NR

. From here on and for sake of
simplicity, we will consider one database based on one single
relation constituted of N unordered tuples {tu}u=1,...,N , each
of M attributes {A1, A2, . . . , AM }. The attribute An takes its
values within an attribute domain and tu .An refers to the value
of the nth attribute of the uth tuple. Each tuple is uniquely
identified by either one attribute or a set of attributes, we call
its primary key tu .P K .

Most database watermarking schemes from the literature
follow the procedure depicted in Fig. 1. It comprises two
fundamental stages: message embedding and message detec-
tion/extraction. As it can be seen, the embedding stage
includes a pretreatment, the purpose of which is to make the
watermark insertion/reading independent of the database struc-
ture or the way this one is stored. To do so, one solution exe-
cuted before message insertion consists in a “tuple grouping
operation” which outputs a set of Ng non-intersecting groups
of tuples {Gi }i=1,...,Ng

. The most usual strategy to calculate the
group index number nu ∈ [0, Ng − 1] of the tuple tu is given
in eq.(1) [3], [5]. It relies on a cryptographic hash function
applied to the primary key of tu , i.e. tu .P K , concatenated with
a secret watermarking key KS ( in eq.(1) ‘|’ represents the con-
catenation operator). The use of a cryptographic hash function,
such as the Secure Hash Algorithm (SHA), ensures the secure
partitioning and the equal distribution of tuples into the groups.

nu = H (KS|H (KS|tu .P K ))mod Ng (1)

One bit or symbol of the message is then embedded per
group of tuples by modulating or modifying the values of
one or several attributes according to the rules of the retained
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watermarking modulation (e.g. modifying the attribute’s
statistics as in [3] or the tuple order as in [8]). Thus, with
Ng groups, the inserted message corresponds to a sequence
of Ng symbols S = {si }i=1,...,Ng .

Watermark reading works in a similar way. Tuples are first
reorganized in Ng groups. From each group, one message
symbol is detected or/and extracted depending on the exploited
modulation and the application framework. We come back on
these aspects in Section II-C. While tuple primary keys are
not modified, the knowledge of the watermarking key ensures
synchronization between embedding and reading stages.

B. Circular Histogram Based Modulation

In [19], De Vleeschouwer et al. present two different mod-
ulations, one robust and one fragile, both based on a circular
interpretation of bijective transformations. In the robust case,
we focus on here, they propose to divide a grayscale image
into Nb blocks of pixels. Each block is equally divided into
two sub-blocks whose histograms are mapped onto a circle.
In order to embed one bit in a block, the relative angle
between both circular histograms’ center of mass is modulated.
Depending on the bit value to embed in a block, this operation
consists in shifting of ±� the pixel gray values of one pixel
sub-block and of ∓� those of the other sub-block. In this
work, we apply this robust modulation in order to embed one
symbol si of the watermark (or equivalently of the message)
in each group of tuples, i.e. {Gi }i=1,...,Ng

.
Let us consider one group of tuples Gi and An be the

numerical attribute retained for embedding. The group is
equally divided in two sub-groups of tuples G A,i and G B,i ,
following the same principles of tuple grouping described in
section II-A. The subgroup membership nusg of one tuple is
given by:

nusg =
{

G A,i i f H (KS|tu .P K )mod2 = 0

G B,i i f H (KS|tu .P K )mod2 = 1
(2)

By next, the histograms of the attribute An in each sub-
group G A,i and G B,i are calculated and mapped onto a circle.
Then, and as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the histogram center of
mass C A,i (resp. C B,i ) of the sub-group G A,i (resp. G B,i )
and its associated vector V A,i (resp. V B,i ) are calculated. To
do so, let us assume the attribute domain of An corresponds
to the integer range [0,L-1]. Notice that if An is a numerical
attribute encoded on a fixed number of bits b, then it can take
2b distinct values. The module and phase of V A,i (resp. V B,i )
can be calculated from its Cartesian coordinates given by [19]:

X = 1

M

L−1∑
l=0

nlcos
(2πl

L

)

Y = 1

M

L−1∑
l=0

nlsin
(2πl

L

)

M =
L−1∑
l=0

nl (3)

where nl is the cardinality of the circular histogram class l of
G A,i (i.e. when An takes the value l). From that standpoint,

Fig. 2. (a) Histogram mapping of each sub-group G A and G B onto a circle.
The angle between the vectors pointing the centers of mass is modulated in
order to embed one symbol of the message. (b) Embedding of a symbol s = 0,
corresponding to a rotation of the circular histograms of G A,i and G B,i in
opposite directions with an angle step α in order to modify the sign of βi .
This is equivalent to the addition of � to the attribute values in G B,i and −�
to those of G A,i .

the module of V A,i equals R = √
X2 + Y 2 and its phase,

we also call mean direction μ, is given by:

μ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

arctan(Y/X) i f X > 0
π
2 i f X = 0, Y > 0

−π
2 i f X = 0, Y < 0

π + arctan(Y/X) else

(4)

Let us now consider the embedding of a sequence of bits
into the database, or more precisely the insertion of the symbol
s = 0/1 into Gi . As in [19], we modulate the relative angle
βi = ( ̂V A,i , V B,i) � 0 between V A,i and V B,i . Depending
if we want to insert s = 0 or s = 1, we change it into its
watermarked version βW

i by rotating the circular histograms
of G A,i and G B,i in opposite directions with an angle step α
as follows [see Fig. 2(b)]:

βW
i = βi − 2α i f s = 0

(
βW

i < 0
)

βW
i = βi + 2α i f s = 1

(
βW

i > 0
)

(5)

The angle step α is given by:

α =
∣∣∣∣2π�

L

∣∣∣∣ (6)

where � corresponds to the shift amplitude of the histogram
[see Fig. 2(b)]. More precisely, modifying the angle βi of
2α(2s − 1) results in adding (2s − 1)� to the attributes of
G A,i and (1 − 2s)� to those of G B,i .
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At the reading stage, the sign of βW
i indicates the embedded

symbol as well as the direction of rotation to follow so as to
invert the insertion process and recover the original value of βi .

However, at this point, not all of the groups of tuples can
convey one symbol of message. In fact and from a more
general point of view, we propose to distinguish three classes
of groups. In the case |βi | < 2α one can insert s = 0 or
s = 1, as it is possible to swap the position of V A,i and V B,i .
We refer groups fulfilling this condition as “carrier-groups,”
due to the fact they can convey one symbol of the watermark.
We identify two other kind of groups: “non-carrier groups” and
“overflowed groups.” They have to be considered separately
and handled specifically so as to make the scheme fully
reversible. Non-carrier groups are those for which the angle
distortion α is not big enough to make change the sign of βi

[see Fig. 3(a)]. In order not confusing such non-carriers with
carriers at the reading stage, they are modified in the following
way [see Fig. 3(a)]:

βW
i = βi + 2α i f βi > 0

βW
i = βi − 2α i f βi < 0 (7)

In fact, this process results in increasing the angle ̂V A,i , V B,i .
At the reading stage, these watermarked non-carrier groups
are those such as |βW

i | > 4α and can consequently be easily
retrieved and differentiated from the watermarked carriers,
which belong to the range [−4α, 4α]. Thus the reader just
has to add or subtract α based on eq.(7) so as to restore these
watermarked non-carrier groups.

The last situation corresponds to groups of tuples we refer
as “overflow-groups”. This means groups for which an “angle
overflow” may occur if modified. Basically and as exposed in
Fig. 3(b), one overflow-group is a non-carrier group which
angle |βi | exceeds π − 2α. If modified according to rules
given in eq. (7), signs of βi and βW

i will be different and
the watermark reader will not restore properly the original
angle βi based on eq.(7). For instance, if βi > π − 2α
and βi > 0 [see Fig. 3(b)] then adding 2α will lead to
βW

i < 0. On its side the reader will thus restore the group
subtracting 2α instead of −2α. The solution we adopt so as to
manage these problematic groups and to make the modulation
fully reversible is the following one. At the embedding stage,
these groups are left unchanged (i.e. not modified). We inform
the reader about the existence of such groups by means of
some extra data (a message overhead) inserted along with
the message. By doing so, our scheme is blind. Basically,
this message overhead avoids the reader confusing overflow
groups with non-carriers. It corresponds to a vector Ov of
bits stating that watermarked groups such as βW

i > π − 2α

or βW
i < −(π − 2α) are overflow-groups (unmodified) or

non-carrier groups (which angle has been shifted based on
eq.(7)). For instance, if Ov (k) = 1 then the kth group such
as βW

i > π − 2α or βW
i < −(π − 2α) is a non-carrier group;

otherwise it is an overflow-group.

C. Fragile and Robust Database Watermarking Schemes

Database watermark robustness (resp. fragility) is defined
as the ability (resp. inability) to extract/detect the embedded

Fig. 3. Problematic groups: Non-carrier groups and overflow groups (black
squares represent circular histogram centers of mass). (a) Non-carrier groups
are such |βi | > 2α (on the left); they are watermarked applying eq. (7) (on the
right). (b) Overflow groups are such as |βW

i | > π −2α. In the given example
βW

i > π − 2α (on the left); if modified the reader will identify βW
i < 0

and will not properly invert eq.(7); it will subtract 2α to βW
i instead of −2α

(on the right).

message after an attack such as tuple insertion, tuple deletion
or attribute modification. In our approach, if we look at one
watermarked group of tuples, this one will be said robust to
an attack if it remains in the same class (carrier, non-carrier)
while encoding the same symbol. In practice, this unlikely
happens and three different situations can occur: i) a symbol
error, when the symbol embedded into a carrier group changes
of value; ii) a carrier loss, when a carrier group becomes a
non-carrier one; iii) a carrier injection, when a non-carrier
group becomes a carrier. The most harmful scenarios result
from carrier injections and deletions. They lead to a loss
of synchronization between the embedder and the reader.
As example, in the case of a carrier injection, the reader will
extract a longer sequence of symbols and, consequently, will
face difficulties for interpreting the message. This is the reason
why we propose two different reversible schemes. The first
one is fragile while the second has been designed so as to be
robust to different kinds of attacks.

Our fragile scheme consists in the embedding of a sequence
of bits such as S = {si }i=1,...,Nc , si ∈ {0, 1}, where Nc is
the number of available carriers. This sequence includes the
message ms the user wants to insert along with the overhead
Ov if necessary (see Section II-B). At the detection, the
sequence of bits S is extracted directly from the carrier
groups. In an applicative context, ms may correspond to the
digital signature of the database [8], [14]. At the reception,
the recipient just has to compare the extracted signature to the
one recomputed from the restored database so as to decide
about the database integrity.

The main problem to solve in building a robust reversible
watermarking scheme is to counteract synchronization issues
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Fig. 4. Proposed robust scheme. The sequence S1 is robustly embedded in
the first Nr groups while the reconstruction information fills the Ng − Nr
remaining groups.

due to carrier injections or erasures. Notice that when
De Vleeschouwer et al. introduce their robust modulation
in [19], they do not specify how to manage such a situation.
The solution we adopted to overcome these synchronization
problems is based on the insertion of two watermark messages
S1 and S2 of different nature. S1 is made robust by means
of a correlation based detection at the reading stage [20].
S2 is fragile and contains at least the information required
so as to ensure the reversibility of the scheme (i.e. it contains
the overhead - see Section II-B). To make more clear our
proposal, let us describe in details how message embedding
is conducted. As illustrated in Fig. 4, S1 corresponds to a
fixed length pseudo-random sequence of Nr symbols such as:
S1 = {s1

j } j=1,...,Nr , with s1
j ∈ {−1,+1}. S1 is inserted into

the Nr first groups of tuples (i.e. {G j } j=1...Nr ) considering
the previous modulation with s=-1/+1 in eq.(5). Notice that
because all first Nr groups of tuples may not be carriers only
(see Section II-B), it is possible S1 differs from its embedded
version Ŝ1 (even without modifications of the database).
Indeed, ŝ1

j will be equal to +1/-1 if the corresponding group
G j is a carrier-group or equal to “null” if it is a non-carrier
or overflow group. As stated before, S1 is detected by means
of a correlation measure CS1 =< Ŝ1, S1 >, where Ŝ1 is the
sequence of symbols extracted from the Nr first watermarked
groups. If CS1 is greater than a decision threshold T rS1 , S1 is
said present in the database. Extracted null values as well as
their corresponding symbols in S1 are not considered in the
correlation measurement (i.e. in CS1). The second sequence S2

is inserted like in the previous fragile scheme into the other
Ng − Nr groups of tuples. It contains a sequence of bits which
encodes the overhead Ovin f o required for reconstructing the
whole database (Ovin f o indicates also overflow-groups into the
first Nr groups).

As exposed, the robustness of this scheme stands on the
fixed length of S1 which is detected by means of correlation.
By doing so, any carrier injections or erasures can simply be
considered as a symbol error. However, S1 needs to be known
for the detection process. This solution is rather simple and
more complex ones based on error correction codes can be
drawn [3].

From a more applicative point of view, such a robust-fragile
scheme may help to identify the database origin or ownership
as well as the recipient with traitor tracing objective. Beyond,
if the fragile capacity is large enough, S2 may convey not
only the overhead information Ovin f o but also a message ms ,
like a digital signature of the database. To summarize the way

this robust-fragile system works, let us consider the process
its watermark reader follows:

1) Based on the watermarking key Ks and primary keys,
tuples are reorganized into Ng groups.

2) Ŝ1 is extracted from the Nr first groups. CS1 is computed
and if it is greater than T rS1 the database origins are
confirmed.

3) Ŝ2 is extracted from the carriers of the other Ng − Nr

groups. If the database has not been modified, then ms

and Ov are error-free extracted, making it possible to
restore the database and then verify its integrity in the
case ms contains the database digital signature. On the
contrary, ms and Ov will be extracted with errors and
will inform the user about database integrity loss.

Performance in terms of capacity of the above schemes
depend on the number of carrier-groups and overflow-groups.
On the other hand, as previously exposed robustness is
established based on the probability of symbol error, carrier
injection and carrier deletion. We will see in Sect. III that these
probabilities rely in part on the number of tuples per group
and also on the properties of the numerical attribute retained
for message embedding.

III. THEORETICAL PERFORMANCE

In this section we theoretically evaluate above schemes’
performance in terms of capacity and robustness against two
most common database attacks. Both depend on the statistical
distribution of βi and on the impacts of database modifications
on this random variable.

A. Capacity Performance

As stated, capacity directly depends on the number of carrier
groups, i.e. those for which |βi | < 2α (see section II-B).
Capacity can be established once the probability density
function (p.d.f) of βi over the database is known. To do so, let
us first recall that βi is associated to the group of tuples Gi and
corresponds to the angle between the centers of mass of two
circular histograms of the same attribute An considering two
subgroups of tuples G A,i and G B,i . Because each histogram
represents the distribution of the attribute An , we can refer
to some results issued from circular statistics, a sub-discipline
of statistics that deals with data measured by angles or vectors,
so as to get the p.d.f of βi (see books [21] and [22] as main
references).

As a preliminary statement, let us consider the circular data
distribution of one attribute θ (i.e. its histogram mapped onto
a circle). This can be seen as the p.d.f f (θ) of a discrete
random variable θ which takes L values around the circle, i.e.
in the finite set { 2πl

L }l=0,...,L−1. The mean direction μ of θ
(or equivalently the phase of the vector associated to the center
of mass of θ circular histogram) can be estimated based on
a finite number of θ samples. Based on the Law of large
numbers, it was shown by Fisher and Lewis [23] that for
any circular data distribution f (θ) the difference between the
real mean direction and its estimated value tends to zero as
the number of samples used in the estimation tends to ∞.
With the help of the central limit theorem, they also proved
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Fig. 5. βi distribution.

that the distribution of the mean direction estimator approaches
a normal distribution centered on the real mean direction of
the circular data distribution.

Let us come back now to our problem. By modulating βi

we in fact modulate the angle between two mean directions
μA,i and μB,i of two circular histograms attached to the same
attribute An within two sub-groups of tuples G A,i and G B,i

respectively (see section II-B). μA,i (resp. μB,i ) calculated on
the sub-group G A,i (resp. G B,i ) can be seen as the estimator
of the mean direction of the attribute An (i.e. θ = An in
the above) using a number of samples or tuples N

2Ng
, where

(N and Ng are the number of tuples in the database and the
number of groups respectively).

Thus, from the above we can easily state that both μA,i

and μB,i follow a normal distribution. Based on the fact
the difference between two normally distributed random vari-
ables is also a normally distributed random variable, then
βi = μA,i − μB,i follows a centered normal distribution
N (0, σ 2

βi
) where σ 2

βi
corresponds to its variance.

From this standpoint, based on the p.d.f of βi (see Fig. 5)
and for a given angle shift α, the probability a group of tuples
is a carrier-group (see section II-B) and is defined as:

Pcarrier = �

(
2α

σβi

)
− �

(
− 2α

σβi

)
(8)

where � is the cumulative distribution function for a normal
distribution, calculated as:

�

(
2α

σβi

)
= 1

σβi

√
2π

∫ 2α

−∞
e

−t2

2σ2
βi dt (9)

being t an auxiliary random variable. As common convention,
we take �(−∞) = 0 and �(∞) = 1.

In practice, considering one numerical attribute, a database
of N tuples and Ng groups, one just has to estimate σ 2

βi
to

find out the capacity limit of our fragile scheme. To do so, let
us first estimate the variance of the mean directions as in [24]

σ 2
μA,i = σ 2

μB,i = σ 2
s

N
2Ng

R2
(10)

where: R corresponds to the module of center of mass vector

(i.e. V A,i , see Section II-B) and σ 2
s is defined as [24]:

σ 2
s =

L−1∑
l=0

sin2(
2πl

L
) f (

2πl

L
) (11)

The values { 2πl
L }l=0,...,L−1 are the bins of the circular

histogram attached to the attribute An and f ( 2πl
L ) their corre-

sponding probabilities. Finally, due to the fact βi results from
the difference of two normally distributed random variables
μA,i and μB,i , its variance is:

σ 2
βi

= 2σ 2
s

N
2Ng

R2
(12)

Notice that the above normal distribution assumption of βi

is verified in the cases when N
2Ng

≥ 30 (see [25] for further
details).

The carrier probability can then be derived from eq. (8),
and the total amount of bits CT one may expect to insert into
the database is given by

CT = Ng · Pcarrier (13)

In order to get the real capacity, one must subtract to CT the
number of bits used for encoding of the overhead, i.e. |Ov |
bits. This number of bits is directly linked to the probability βi

belongs to the range [−π,−π + 4α] ⋃[π − 4α, π]. We recall
that the overhead is a vector which components indicate by
‘0’ or ‘1’ whether a watermarked angle βw

i the reader sees in
the range [−π,−π + 2α] ⋃[π − 2α, π] has been shifted or
not (see end of Section II-B).

|Ov | ≤ Ng .P[−π,−π+4α] ⋃[π−4α,π] (14)

Where

P[−π,−π+4α] ⋃[π−4α,π] =
[
�

(
π

σβi

)
− �

(
π − 4α

σβi

)]

+
[
�

(
− (π−4α)

σβi

)
−�

(
− π

σβi

)]
(15)

Finally, the length of the message one may expect to embed
is upper bounded such as: C ≤ CT − |Ov |

From these results, we can conclude that, for a fixed
value of α, the embedding capacity directly depends on the
attribute’s statistics. By extension, an uniformly distributed
attribute will not be watermarkable as σ 2

βi
will tend to ∞

(see eq.(12)) and the capacity to 0 (see eq.(8)).

B. Robustness Performance

Let us consider the watermarking of one database of βi

distribution given in Fig. 5, with a fixed angle shift amplitude α
and a message constituted of a sequence S of uniformly
distributed symbols si ∈ {−1,+1} (i.e. like S1 in section II-C).
The resulting distribution of the watermarked angles, i.e. of
the random variable βW

i , over the whole database is given
in Fig. 6, where we retrieve the different classes of angles
(or equivalently of groups of tuples): non-carriers and car-
riers (see the modulation rules in section II-B). In such a
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framework, performance in terms of robustness depend on
the probability a group of tuples changes of class (carrier
or non-carrier) or of embedded symbol (in case the group
is a carrier) after a database attack occurred. We propose to
compute these probabilities considering two common database
attacks or modifications: tuple addition or tuple removal.
To do so, we need to express the impact of such an
attack on the p.d.f of βW

i ; p.d.f we need to establish at
first.

P.d.f of βW
i classes: As depicted in Fig. 6, we propose

to distinguish four classes depending if βW
i is a carrier or

a non-carrier and if it has been shifted by +2α or −2α.
Notice that from here on, βi overflow-angles (or equivalently
overflow-groups of tuples, see section II-B) are considered
as non-carriers; they do not influence message robustness.
The p.d.f of each class can be modeled by one trun-
cated normal distribution functions (see Appendix VI), where
φ is the probability density function of the standard normal
distribution:

• βW
i Carriers - βi shifted of 2α (c+ in Fig. 6).

fc+(βW
i ) =

1
σβi

· φ
(

βW
i −2α

σβi

)
�

(
2α
σβi

)
− �

(
− 2α

σβi

) , βW
i ∈ (0, 4α)

• βW
i Carriers - βi shifted of −2α (c− in Fig. 6).

fc−(βW
i ) =

1
σβi

· φ
(

βW
i +2α

σβi

)
�

(
2α
σβi

)
− �

(
− 2α

σβi

) , βW
i ∈ (−4α, 0)

• βW
i Non-carriers - βi shifted of 2α (nc+ in Fig. 6).

fnc+(βW
i ) =

1
σβi

· φ
(

βW
i −2α

σβi

)
1 − �

(
2α
σβi

) , βW
i ∈ (4α, π)

• βW
i Non-carriers - βi shifted of −2α (nc− in Fig. 6).

fnc−(βW
i ) =

1
σβi

· φ
(

βW
i +2α

σβi

)
�

(−2α
σβi

) , βW
i ∈ (−π,−4α)

Deletion Attack: Let us consider the attacker randomly
eliminates Nd tuples in a way such that each group Gi

loses in average Nd
Ng

tuples. In Gi , reducing the number of

tuples influences the accuracy of μA,i and μB,i which are
by definition estimators of the mean direction of G A,i and
G B,i circular histograms respectively. Considering the whole
database, this does not modify the original nature of the p.d.f
of μA,i and μB,i but increase their variance as well as by
extension the one of βW

i . From our knowledge, such a variance
increase can be modeled by adding to βw

i a centered normally
distributed random variable εi such as εi ∼ N (0, σεi ). As a
consequence the p.d.f of the random variable associated to
the attacked watermarked angles βdel

i , i.e. βdel
i = βw

i + ε, is
obtained after the convolution of each p.d.f of the previous

Fig. 6. βW
i distribution after the embedding process. We retrieve carrier and

non-carrier classes.

classes with the p.d.f of εi (see appendix VI) leading to:

fc+(βdel
i ) =

1
σ

βdel
i

φ
(
βdel

i −2α

σ
βdel

i

)[
�

(
βdel

i −4α−κ+
χ

)
−�

(
βdel

i −κ+
χ

)]

�
(

2α
σβi

)
− �

(
− 2α

σβi

)

fc−(βdel
i ) =

1
σ

βdel
i

φ
(
βdel

i +2α

σ
βdel

i

)[
�

(
βdel

i −κ−
χ

)
−�

(
βdel

i +4α−κ−
χ

)]

�
(

2α
σβi

)
− �

(
− 2α

σβi

)

fnc+(βdel
i ) =

1
σ

βdel
i

φ
(

βdel
i −2α

σ
βdel

i

) [
1 − �

(
βdel

i −4α−κ+
χ

)]

1 − �
(

2α
σβi

)

fnc−(βdel
i ) =

1
σ

βdel
i

φ
(

βdel
i +2α

σ
βdel

i

) [
�

(
βdel

i +4α−κ−
χ

)]

�
(

−2α
σβi

) (16)

with κ+ = σ 2
εi

(βdel
i −2α)

σ 2
εi

+σ 2
βi

, κ− = σ 2
εi

(βdel
i +2α)

σ 2
εi

+σ 2
βi

and χ = σεi σβi√
σ 2

εi
+σ 2

βi

.

Considering one real database, the value of σβdel
i

can
be derived from eq. (12) substituting the sub-group number of
tuples N

2Ng
by (N−Nd )

2Ng
which takes into account the reduction

of tuples. Consequently, the value of σβdel
i

is:

σ 2
βdel

i
= 2σ 2

s

R2 N−Nd
2Ng

(17)

In order to compute the p.d.f f (βdel
i ) and by next evaluate the

robustness, we also need σ 2
εi

. Given that the variance of the
sum of two independent random variables is the sum of their
respective variances, we obtain:

σ 2
εi

= σ 2
βdel

i
− σ 2

βi
= 2σ 2

s

R2 N−Nd
2Ng

− σ 2
βi

(18)

Insertion Attack: Let us consider the attacker inserts
Ni tuples and assume the corresponding added attribute values
follow the same distribution as the original un-watermarked
attribute An . Because of the cryptographic hash function
used for distributing tuples into groups Gi (see eq.(1) in
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Section II-A), we can consider new tuples are uniformly
distributed among the groups {Gi }i=1,...,Ng

as well as in
sub-groups G A,i and G B,i . In the sequel, we suppose the
number of tuples added in each sub-group is high enough
so as to respect central limit theorem conditions (see [25]).
As described, such an attack can be modeled by a mixture
of two populations: the watermarked tuples and the added
un-watermarked tuples with mixture proportions parameters
p1 and p2 such as p2 = 1 − p1 with p1 = N

N+Ni
.

Furthermore, under the central limit theorem conditions
and from the work of Fisher and Lewis [23], the p.d.f of
the resulting random variable β ins

i (i.e. the p.d.f of βi after
watermarking and modification) remains normal. The variance
and the mean of β ins

i are however proportional to those of
the angles βW

i and angles βadd (angles related to the inserted
tuples). The mean of β ins

i , obtained with the expected value
operator, is then such as

E[β ins
i ] = p1 E[βW

i ] + p2 E[βadd]
= p1 E[βW

i ] (as E[βadd] = 0) (19)

while its variance is given by (see Apendix C):

σ 2
β ins

i
= p2

1(σ
2
βW

i
+ (E[βW

i ])2)

+p2
2(σ

2
βadd

+ (E[βadd])2) − (E[β ins
i ])2 (20)

Values of E[βW
i ] and σ 2

βW
i

depend on the previously defined

classes (i.e. c+, c-, nc+, nc-) leading to four mean values
E[β ins

i,c+], E[β ins
i,c−], E[β ins

i,nc+] and E[β ins
i,nc−] and four different

variance values σ 2
β ins

i,c+
, σ 2

β ins
i,c−

, σ 2
β ins

i,nc+
and σ 2

β ins
i,nc−

which can be

obtained with the help of appendix A. As a consequence,
the p.d.f of βins is given per class as follow:

fc+(β ins
i ) = φ

(
β ins

i − E[β ins
i,c+]

σ 2
β ins

i,c+

)

fc−(β ins
i ) = φ

(
β ins

i − E[β ins
i,c−]

σ 2
β ins

i,c−

)

fnc+(β ins
i ) = φ

(
β ins

i − E[β ins
i,nc+]

σ 2
β ins

i,nc+

)

fnc−(β ins
i ) = φ

(
β ins

i − E[β ins
i,nc−]

σ 2
β ins

i,nc−

)
(21)

In the case Ni tuples are added to the whole database, one
can determine the standard deviation σadd of βadd similarly
as before:

σ 2
βadd

= σ 2
s

(Ni/2Ng)R2 (22)

Robustness Performance - Probabilities of “Error”: The
robustness of our scheme is characterized by three situations
after an attack occurred:

• “Symbol error,” of probability Pe. It concerns carrier
groups for which embedded symbols have been changed.

• “Carrier loss,” of probability Pl . Such a situation occurs
when a carrier-group becomes a non-carrier group, it can
be seen as a symbol erasure or deletion.

• “Carrier injection,” of probability Pi . This happens when
a non-carrier-group turns into a carrier-group, it can also
be viewed as a symbol injection.

Pe, Pl and Pi can be derived from a hypothesis testing
problem with the following set of four hypothesis:

• H0 corresponds to the case si = −1, i.e. βW
i ∈ c−.

• H1 corresponds to the case si = 1, i.e. βW
i ∈ c+.

• H2 represents “negative” non-carriers, i.e. βW
i ∈ nc−.

• H3 represents “positive” non-carriers, i.e. βW
i ∈ nc+.

The probability the watermark reader returns the wrong
symbol value while the group remains a carrier-group, i.e.
Pe, corresponds to cases where only H0 and H1 hypothesis
are considered with errors, i.e. with the acceptance of H0
(resp. H1) when the correct hypothesis is H1 (resp. H0). Thus
Pe is expressed as:

Pe = 1

2
Pr(H1|H0) + 1

2
Pr(H0|H1) (23)

Depending on the attack, i.e tuple insertion or removal, Pe can
be refined. As example, if the deletion attack is considered then

Pe = Pr(4α>βdel
i >0|H0) + Pr(−4α<βdel

i <0|H1)

2

=
∫ 4α

0 fc−(βdel
i )dβdel

i + ∫ 0
−4α fc+(βdel

i )dβdel
i

2
(24)

The probability of carrier loss, i.e. Pl , can be similarly derived
and is calculated as:

Pl = 1

2
Pr(H2|H0) + 1

2
Pr(H3|H1)

= Pr(βdel
i < −4α|H0) + Pr(βdel

i > 4α|H1)

2

=
∫ −4α
−π fc−(βdel

i )dβdel
i + ∫ π

4α fc+(βdel
i )dβdel

i

2
(25)

Pi , i.e. the probability of a carrier injection, is obtained on its
side as follows:

Pi = Pr(H0|H2) + Pr(H1|H3)

= Pr(βdel
i > −4α|H2) + Pr(βdel

i < 4α|H3)

=
∫ 0

−4α
fnc−(βdel

i )dβdel
i +

∫ 4α

0
fnc+(βdel

i )dβdel
i (26)

In order to get these probabilities in the case of the tuple
insertion attack, one just has to use βins instead of βdel in
eq. (24), (25), (26).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The purpose of this section is to verify the theoretical
performance of our system in terms of capacity and robustness
in the framework of one real database.

A. Dataset & Watermarking Scheme Parameterization

The database we use is constituted of one relation of about
two million tuples issued from one real medical database
containing pieces of information related to inpatient stays
in French hospitals. Only one million are watermarked. The
others will for example serve the tuple insertion attack.
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Fig. 7. Capacity depending on the shift amplitude � for Age attribute taking
3000 groups.

In this table, each tuple is represented by fifteen attributes like
the hospital identifier (id_hospital), the patient stay identifier
(id_stay), the patient age (age), the stay duration (dur_stay)
and several other data useful for statistical analysis of hos-
pital activities. In the upcoming experiments, the attributes
id_hospital and id_stay were concatenated and considered
as the primary key used by next for tuple groups and sub-
groups constitution (see Section II). Two numerical attributes
were considered for the tests and watermarked independently:
patient age (age) and stay duration (dur_stay). The domain
of definition of the attribute age is the integer range [0, 110]
with a mean value of 49.5 and the one of the attribute
dur_stay [0, 248] with a mean value of 3.9. Notice that both
attributes have distinct βi variances. For instance, in the case of
Ng = 3000 groups and using eq.(12), we have σ 2

βi
= 0.0456

for the age attribute whereas it is σ 2
βi

= 3.1188E − 5 for
dur_stay. For robustness experiments, the message we embed
is a random sequence of two symbols ‘-1’/‘+1’ uniformly
distributed. Furthermore, results are given in average after
30 random simulations with the same parameterization but
with different tuples.

B. Capacity Results

In a first time, let us consider the attribute age (N occur-
rences) with a fixed number of groups Ng = 3000 and an
attribute shift amplitude � varying in the range [1, 5]. We
recall that the angle shift α of βi depends on � (see eq. (6)).
As it can be seen in Fig. 7, capacity increases along with �
and verifies the theoretical limit we define in Section II-A.
Obviously, one must also consider that the attribute distortion
increases along with the capacity. In the case the whole
attribute age set is watermarked, all values are modified of
±�, leading to a mean square error (MSE) of �2. If there exist
some overflow-groups of tuples then the MSE will be smaller.

In a second experiment, age and dur_stay were watermarked
with � = 3 and � = 1 respectively while considering varying
number of groups such as Ng ∈ 500, 700, 1500, 3000. Notice
that the more important the number of groups, the smaller
is the number of tuples per groups. As depicted in Fig. 8
for both attributes, obtained capacities fit the theoretical limit
we establish in section III-A. Given results confirm that the
capacity depends on the properties of the attributes consid-
ered for embedding and especially of its standard deviation

Fig. 8. Capacity results for each considered attribute. Left: Age attribute.
Right: dur_stay attribute.

(see section III-A). Indeed, we can insert more data within
the attribute dur_stay which is of smaller variance.

C. Robustness Results

Experimental and theoretical results are presented together
in Tables I to III. These tables give the probabilities of error
of symbol Pe (Table I), of carrier loss Pl (Table II) and
of carrier injection Pi (Table III) considering two attacks,
tuples insertion and removal, of various extent. More clearly,
considering a database of N = 106 tuples, between 10% to
50% of tuples were removed or added. Indicated experimental
results are given in average accompanied with their standard
deviation.

Regarding the probability or error of symbol Pe, it can
be seen from Table I, that experimental results are very
closed to the theoretical ones we established in Section II-A
whatever the attribute and the attack. This is also the same
for Pl , the probability of carrier loss, in the case of the
tuple deletion attack (see Table II). However if we look
at the injection attack, obtained results for Pl are slightly
different. This may be explained by the fact that, for small
number of injected tuples, experiments do not verify the
central limit theorem, an hypothesis we made in section III-B
when establishing Pl . However, when the number of added
tuples per group increases, experimental results tend to fit
theoretical ones whatever the attack and attribute. If now we
look at the carrier injection probability (or equivalently of
symbol injection), Pi , experimental results are again very close
to the theory.

From a more general point of view, whatever the attack
Pl , Pe and Pi increase along with the number of groups
as well as with the standard deviation of the attribute. One
can also remark that in the case of the insertion attack,
Pl and Pi decrease and increase respectively when the number
of injected tuples rises up. Nevertheless, from all the above
comments, it appears that once the statistical properties of the
attribute we want to watermark are known, we are able to
estimate the performance of our scheme in terms of capacity
and also in terms of robustness for a given attack extent.

V. COMPARISON WITH RECENT ROBUST LOSSLESS

WATERMARKING METHODS

Herein, we compare our approach with [15] and [16],
two recent and efficient robust lossless methods, in terms of
distortion, robustness and complexity. For fair comparison,
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TABLE I

NUMBER OF SYMBOL ERRORS (i.e., Pe · CT ) FOR BOTH ATTRIBUTES Age AND Dur_Stay. THE TABLE CONTAINS THEORETICAL (Th.) AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, THE LATTER ARE GIVEN IN AVERAGE (Avg.) ALONG WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATION (Std)

FOR DIFFERENT SIZE OF GROUP AND AFTER 30 SIMULATIONS. THE DATABASE CONTAINS N = 1048575 TUPLES

TABLE II

NUMBER OF LOST CARRIERS (i.e., Pl ·CT ) FOR BOTH ATTRIBUTES Age AND Dur_Stay. THE TABLE CONTAINS THEORETICAL (Th.) AND EXPERIMENTAL

RESULTS, THE LATTER ARE GIVEN IN AVERAGE (Avg.) ALONG WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATION (Std) FOR DIFFERENT

SIZE OF GROUP AND AFTER 30 SIMULATIONS. THE DATABASE CONTAINS N = 1048575 TUPLES

we have considered their experimental framework in which
tuples with real-valued numerical attributes are randomly gen-
erated. However, for question of simplicity, only one attribute
was considered for embedding. At the same time, [15] and [16]

were slightly modified, without changing intrinsically the
strategy they follow, so as to adapt them to a correlation
based watermark detection like our robust scheme does while
considering a watermark S1 of 64 bit long (see Sect. II-B).
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TABLE III

NUMBER OF INJECTED CARRIERS (i.e., Pi · (Ng − CT )) FOR BOTH ATTRIBUTES Age AND Dur_Stay. THE TABLE CONTAINS THEORETICAL (Th.) AND

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS, THE LATTER ARE GIVEN IN AVERAGE (Avg.) ALONG WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING STANDARD DEVIATION (Std)

FOR DIFFERENT SIZE OF GROUP AND AFTER 30 SIMULATIONS. THE DATABASE CONTAINS N = 1048575 TUPLES

Let us consider the method of Gupta and Pieprzyk [15].
It works at the tuple level and not on groups of tuples. In
order to make their scheme secure, one out of γ tuples are
secretly watermarked. This methods replaces one of the LSBs
of the integer part of one attribute tu .An by a secretly pseudo-
random generated bit. The original bit is inserted into the
fractional part of tu .An by means of reversible difference
expansion modulation [18]. In order to adapt this scheme,
instead of inserting a random sequence of bits, we embed
a 64 bit long watermark and repeat it as long as tuples are
available. A majority vote mechanism is used to extract the
watermark which is then compared with the original one by
means of correlation.

We implemented the method of Farfoura et al with no
modifications. Like [15], it works at the tuple level. To sum it
up roughly, considering one attribute value tu .An , this method
computes the difference between the fractional part of tu .An

with a value derived from the hash of its primary key tu .Pk .
Then, one bit of the message is concatenated to the binary
representation of this difference (expanding it). The result is
then converted into an integer value used as watermarked
fractional part. In this scheme, the watermark bits are repeated
as long as tuples are available and its detection is done by
correlation, as in the extension of [15] we proposed. One
possible disadvantage of [16] is that it introduces new values
in the attribute domain. More clearly, if the fractional part
of an attribute is encoded on a fixed number of p bits, then
its values will belong to the range [0, 1

2p ]. By expanding the
difference, we have no guarantee the resulting values belong
to the attribute domain. This is the case for example for an

attribute “number of weeks” measured with a daily precision,
its fractional part varies in discrete multiples of 1

7 (encoded
on p = 3 bits). Furthermore, adding new attribute values can
be easily identified. [16] does not specify how to deal with
such a situation.

In our experiments, 80000 tuples of one attribute with values
following a normal distribution of mean 135 and standard devi-
ation 28.787 were generated. As in the previous section, results
are given in average after 30 random simulations. Both [15]
and [16] were parameterized with γ = 7, i.e. one out of seven
tuples is watermarked, while our scheme makes use of all
tuples with a shift amplitude � = 2. This parametrization was
chosen so as to enure a similar distortion for all algorithms;
distortion we evaluate through the variations of the attribute’s
mean and variance after the insertion process like in [15] and
[16]. Distortion results are given in Table IV. It can be seen
that these three methods provide closed performance and tend
to preserve the attribute’s mean and variance.

By next, with the same parameterization, three attacks
were considered in order to evaluate algorithms’ robust-
ness: insertion and suppression of tuples and attribute mod-
ification. Insertion and suppression attacks were performed
with a percentage of suppressed/added tuples in the range
12.5% − 87.5%. Attribute modification was conducted in two
different manners: i) Gaussian noise addition; ii) rounding
operation. As depicted in Fig. 9, the three methods have a
similar behavior under a tuple insertion attack. They perform
well even when the percentage of new tuples is near 90%.
In the case of a tuple deletion attack, our method performs
worse under strong attack conditions, i.e. when more than
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TABLE IV

INTRODUCED DISTORTION BY COMPARED METHODS IN TERMS

OF THE MEAN AND THE VARIANCE

Fig. 9. Methods’ Correlation values in the case of the tuple deletion
attack (Left) and the tuple insertion attack (Right) with various intensities.

50% of tuples are removed. Nevertheless, it provides bet-
ter performance than [15] for smaller percentage of tuple
removal.

The first attribute modification attack we applied consists
in adding a centered Gaussian noise of standard deviation
σ = 0.1 to all watermarked tuples. Herein, our method
performs quite well with correlation values greater than 0.97,
compared to [15] which gets values above 0.87. On its
side, [16] did not achieve a correlation greater than 0.53.
Under the rounding attack, where values are rounded to the
nearest integer, the method of [16] is inefficient due to the fact
it embeds data into the attribute fractional part. That is not case
of our scheme and of the one of Gupta and Pieprzyk [15].
They show similar behaviors with correlation values greater
than 0.96.

Computation time is used so as to evaluate the complexity of
these approaches. [15] and [16] show similar performance with
an embedding/detection process conducted in about 60s. This
is quite normal due to the fact they follow a similar strategy.
Our method is nearly twice slower. The reason may stand in
the histogram calculation for each sub-group of tuples.

To sum up, our approach provides better robustness perfor-
mance than the scheme of Gupta and Pieprzyk [15] (except
for strong deletion attacks), but it is twice slower. The method
of Farfoura et al. better resists to tuple addition and removal
but not to attribute modification attacks. It also introduces new
values in the attribute domain. This may limit its application.
That is not the case of our scheme and of the method of Gupta
and Pieprzyk [15].

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a robust lossless relational
database watermarking scheme which makes use of circular
histogram modulation. It can be used for verifying the integrity
of the database and also for verifying its authenticity even if
the database has been modified. In addition, we have theoreti-
cally established and verified experimentally the performance

of our method in terms of capacity and robustness against
two common attacks: tuple deletion and tuple insertion. The
proposed results allow the user to correctly select our scheme
parameters under constraints of capacity, robustness and also
distortion. We also have shown the performance gain our
scheme can provide, as well as its disadvantages, compared
with two recent and efficient schemes.

APPENDIX A

TRUNCATED NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

The p.d.f of a normally distributed random variable whose
values are bounded can be represented by a truncated normal
distribution. Let us consider γ ∼ N (μ, σ ) which lies in the
interval γ ∈ [a, b], the truncated density function is:

f (γ ; μ, σ, a, b) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1
σ φ

(
γ−μ

σ

)
�

(
b−μ
σ

)
−�

(
a−μ

σ

) , if a ≤ γ ≤ b

0, elsewhere

The moments of this distribution are given by [26]:

E[γ | a < γ < b] = μ +
φ
(
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APPENDIX B

SUM OF A TRUNCATED NORMAL AND A CENTERED

NORMAL VARIABLE

It has been demonstrated by Turban in [27] that:
Proposition 1: Let O ∼ N (0, σO ) and P ∼ T N (μP ,

σP , a, b) be a normal and a truncated normal independent
random variables. Then, Q = O + P is distributed according
to the density:

f (q) = λe
−(q−μP )2

2(σ2
O+σ2

P )

[
�

(q − b − κ

χ

)
− �

(q − a − κ

χ

)]
where

• κ = σ 2
O (q−μP )

σ 2
O+σ 2

P
, χ2 = σ 2

Oσ 2
P

σ 2
O+σ 2

P

• λ =
√

2πχ
2πσOσP (�(d)−�(c))

• c = μp−a
σP

and d = μp−b
σP

.

APPENDIX C

VARIANCE OF THE MEAN OF A MIXTURE OF

TWO RANDOM VARIABLES

Let Q be a random variable resulting from the mixture of
two random variables O and P such as Q = π1 O+π2 P , with
π1 and π2 the mixture proportions. The mean value of Q is:

E[Q] = π1 E[O] + π2 E[P]
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The variance of E[Q] is given by:

var(E[Q]) = E[(π1 E[O] + π2 E[P])2] − (E[Q])2

= π2
1 E[(E[O])2] + π2

2 E[(E[P])2]
+2π1π2 E[O] E[P] − (E[Q])2

= π2
1 (σ 2

O + (E[O])2) + π2
2 (σ 2

P + (E[P])2)

+2π1π2 E[O] E[P] − (E[Q])2
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